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EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE 

CHILDREN (EQUAL PROTECTION FROM ASSAULT) (SCOTLAND) BILL  

SUBMISSION FROM [INSERT NAME]  ANONYMOUS 

 

I am writing to express concern over the proposed ban on smacking of children and 

request that it not be passed.  Of course all of us want to prevent the abuse of 

children, but the loving discipline of a child is not abuse and should not be 

categorised as such.  It is not really the role of the government to determine the best 

discipline for a child—that role should be left to its parents and for the government to 

assume that role is a worrying intrusion into family life.  Children are already 

protected from assault by the law.  It is vitally important that parents are able to 

discipline children when necessary, even for the child’s protection—for example, a 

child who is not used to obeying a parent may dash into a busy street when his 

parent calls a warning to stop.  If there is no effective way to train children to heed 

parents and other care-givers, then the end result may well endanger children. It 

would also be of very great harm to a child to be taken away from his home during 

the time an investigation is carried out if a claim of smacking has been lodged, which 

is likely to be the approach that would be taken if the ban is passed. It seems that 

police and social workers are already overwhelmed by the amount of work required 

of them—the recent statistics on the rise of violent crime in England and Wales 

surely indicates this.  To take police time away from the following up of true crimes to 

deal with the loving discipline within a home is surely not a wise use of 

resources.  Before such a bill is passed, it would also be wise for lawmakers to study 

societies where smacking has already been banned, such as Sweden, where there 

is strong evidence that violence amongst children has actually increased since its 

ban was instituted.   

 


